Photospectroscopically observed pore-space correlations of a wetting fluid during the drying process in nanoporous Vycor glass.
We use light scattering to study spatial correlations in the pore space of Vycor glass upon draining a wetting fluid. We analyze the transmission spectrum of forward-scattered light on the basis of the theory of dielectric constant fluctuation, whereas conventional light scattering analyzes the scattered light at small angles of monochromatic incident light. Assuming that the drained pores, which are surrounded by filled pores, exhibit long-range correlations of a fractal dimension of 2.5, we analytically derive the corresponding turbidity. The slight deviation from the λ(-4) Rayleigh wavelength dependence directly provides the correlation length of the interconnected network of drained pores. The estimated length, ranging from 0.5 to 18 nm at most, is almost the same order as that indirectly estimated from our previous simple effective Rayleigh scatterer model.